STEERING COMMITTEE
SELF STUDY REPORT (NAAC)
In pursuant to National Accreditation & Assessment Council (NAAC)
mandatory requirement to prepare and assess the strengths and the weaknesses
of the teaching-learning process, which consist mainly of quality initiatives,
quality sustenance and quality enhancements. And as this report forms the
catalyst for the self- improvement, in preparation along the guidelines formulated
by NAAC, emphasizing on furnishing the accurate organizational data along selfanalysis based on part of its internal institutional exercise with honest
introspection, the following members are appointed to convince the involvement
with all commitment of the governing body, administration and every member of
the faculty of the institution:
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Dr. Samson S. Chiru
Mr. Gonmei M
Mr. Roshan
Mr. Rama
Mr. Simon
Mr. Ningthar
Mr. Niomchung Jatak

Coordinator, (Principal, MEC)
Coordinator, (Vice Principal, MEC)
Member (Asst. Professor)
Member (Asst. Professor)
Member (Asst. Professor)
Member (Asst. Professor)
Member (Asst. Professor)

Core values
The college is founded on the practical doctrine: “The fear of the Lord is the
beginning of wisdom.” In fearing the maker or creator of this universe, who is the
source of all things, the learner is in no want of any other negative or knowledge
different from other sources. The concept of establishing this institution is to instill
and imbibe a sense of adherence to the supreme source of knowledge – fearing God,
not necessarily as terror, one who can pronounce judgment on the individuals of the
deeds and misdeeds. But fear Him in reverence and awe in worship and praise as the
only God, which of course, is represented to certain extent, by the authority
ordained on earth by Him. This is based on truth, righteousness and justice. They are
inseparable and complementary to each other. A person cannot be doing justice
when s/he is not abiding to truth and righteousness. God alone is righteous and
truthful. Jesus Christ is the ‘truth’ and the ‘life’. He is the ‘light’ of the world. While
the world was in darkness, ignorance and injustice and brute force was ruling the
world, Jesus came down leaving heavenly glory and splendor, learned and lived with
the poor and the marginalized. The creed ‘I am the resurrection and the life’, the one
only deity who died and resurrected. The principles of Jesus Christ remind the

adherent to advocate the same in truth and righteousness. Some of the important
points of the aims and objectives of the college are to eradicate corruption/ graph
and restore blemishness and to sum up all into one i.e., to impart multi-dimensional
knowledge through attention paid to higher education enrollment number, hinting
both quantity and quality of education through time to time introduction of new
diversified courses to best suit the context not neglecting the national and global
demands. Therefore, as part of the NAAC quality etc. and potential generation,
culminating into excellence, the Steering Committee for Self Study Report
preparation determines to aspire and struggle for availing the opportunity provided
to measure its effectiveness and efficiency, and identify areas of its strengths and
weaknesses, its potentials and limitations, with the assurance of the guidelines in
doing so for achieving execellence.

Planning Board
The Board Members include the Principal, Secretary of the Governing Body as ex-officio
member, Vice Principal, Academic Dean, University Nominee, teacher representatives one
each from Science, Commerce and Arts respectively. This is the highest body of the College
which determine the overall functioning of the College working in Coordination with the
Governing Body.

Board of Studies
This Board is purely academic and expertised specialization. The Principal is over all
coordinator of this Board. It looks into affairs relating to function of the respective
departments. The Board convenes its annual meeting at the end of its academic session so
as to take decisions on introduction of new courses etc.

